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ABSTRACT: A detailed examination of the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM) daily estimates, merging
high-quality (HQ)/infrared (IR) precipitation from 1998 to 2009, revealed the modulating influence of convectively coupled
equatorial waves (CCEWs), including Kelvin, n= 1 equatorial Rossby (ER), mixed Rossby-gravity (MRG), and tropical
depression (TD)-type waves, on the variability of tropical precipitation. Consistent with inviscid -plane shallow water theory,
the wave-induced convergence zones are found to be an active location for precipitation. Modulated precipitation by ER
waves exhibits slow westward phase progression of approximately −4.8 m s−1, and it is distributed as a symmetric pair of
off-equatorial maxima and a weak equatorial peak. MRG waves show an asymmetrically modulated precipitation distribution
and a faster phase progression of about −16.1 m s−1 followed by enhanced symmetrical gyres. Peak precipitation within
TD-type waves originates in the trough axis of off-equatorial vortex trains and propagates to the west at approximately −9.5
m s−1. Regarding Kelvin waves, typical positive precipitation anomalies travelling in the east–west direction occur in the
maxima of low-level wind convergences, with an approximate phase progression of about 15.4 m s−1.
Variability of tropical precipitation due to CCEWs behaves relatively varied over different seasons and locations. TD-type
waves exhibit more predominant impacts than other waves, with maximum impacts of up to 9.75± 4.54% of the total
precipitation variance during boreal summer, which is three times higher than the MRG peak (2.90± 0.82%). On the other
hand, Kelvin and n= 1 ER waves each have more prominent effects during boreal winter; up to 6.99± 3.30 % and 3.77± 1.79
%, respectively. On average, our results suggest that, although being less dominant than other tropical oscillations (e.g. ENSO,
MJO), these four types of CCEWs can considerably affect precipitation by contributing up to 16–20% of the total intraseasonal
(2.5–72 days) precipitation variance in the tropics.
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1. Introduction
Tropical convective systems are preferentially modulated
by individual modes of tropical waves (e.g., Takayabu,
1994; Wheeler and Kiladis, 1999 (hereafter referred to as
WK99); Roundy and Frank, 2004 (hereafter referred to as
RF04); Kiladis et al., 2009). In turn, convection generates
a wide-reaching spectrum of waves that either circum-
navigate the globe or propagate vertically to the middle
atmosphere (e.g. Lindzen, 1974, 2003; Masunaga, 2009).
This coupling mechanism exhibits a prominent influence
on the large-scale synoptic systems and is commonly
referred to as convectively coupled equatorial waves
(CCEWs) (WK99). Interaction between tropospheric
equatorial waves and convection may result in unique spa-
tial distributions and frequency characteristics of tropical
precipitation. Moreover, vertical propagation of CCEWs
into the middle atmosphere may have a significant impact
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on the dynamical troposphere–stratosphere coupling (e.g.
Kawatani et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2011).
The main role of CCEWs has been widely found to
be a strong influence on the predominant variability of
tropical weather and the dynamics of the climate system.
Owing to CCEWs importance to the tropical atmosphere,
considerable efforts have been made extensively to under-
stand their behaviour through both observations and
model studies. Most investigations were carried out with
numerous datasets, which often employ the outgoing long-
wave radiation (OLR, WK99), precipitable water (PW,
RF04), Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
precipitation estimates (e.g. Cho et al., 2004; Sobel et al.,
2004), brightness temperature (e.g. Yang et al., 2003;
Kiladis et al., 2009; Huang and Huang, 2011), and upper
tropospheric water vapour (UTWV, Schreck et al., 2013).
Substantial roles of CCEWs in driving the dynamics of
lower and middle atmosphere from the previous studies
can be summarized as follows: (1) CCEWs control the
intensity and timing of precipitation over the tropics
(e.g. Cho et al., 2004; Masunaga et al., 2006; Mekonnen
et al., 2006; Mounier et al., 2007; Kim and Alexander,
2013); (2) CCEWs, particularly the mixed Rossby-gravity
(MRG), equatorial Rossby (ER), and tropical depression
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(TD)-type waves, intensely support the development of
tropical cyclone (TC) genesis by enhancing the lower-level
vertical vorticity of the local circulation (e.g. Dickinson
and Molinari, 2002; Frank and Roundy, 2006; Schreck
et al., 2012); (3) coupling between CCEWs and dry
equatorial waves in the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere (UTLS) plays a vital role in modulating the
background zonal winds by depositing easterly or west-
erly momentum from the troposphere into the stratosphere
[wave–mean flow interaction, e.g. Quasi-Biennial Oscil-
lation (QBO)] (e.g. Yang et al., 2011, 2012); (4) vertical
propagation of CCEWs substantially drives the strato-
spheric transport circulation (e.g. Yang et al., 2011; Maury
et al., 2013); and (5) teleconnection between CCEWs
and middle/high latitude dynamics is advantageous in
predicting long-range outcomes at higher latitudes or
long-term changes in extratropical weather patterns (e.g.
Hoskins and Yang, 2000; Gloeckler and Roundy, 2013;
Schreck et al., 2013).
Tropical precipitation variability in accordance with
the spectral signature of CCEWs has been evaluated in
some recent studies, covering submonthly, synoptic, and
intraseasonal timescales (Cho et al., 2004; Sobel et al.,
2004; Lin et al., 2006; Masunaga et al. 2006; Mounier
et al., 2007; Kim and Alexander, 2013). Most results
showed that the coupling of convection with the equa-
torial waves led to unique frequency characteristics in
tropical precipitation. Cho et al. (2004) observed peaks in
high-resolution TRMM 3G68 precipitation data that indi-
cated the definitive existence of CCEWs, including Kelvin
waves, n= 1 ER, MRG, and TD-type waves. Their study
achieved a better understanding of pronounced CCEW
signatures within precipitation datasets, and qualitatively
showed that coupling mechanisms between cumulus con-
vection and equatorial waves considerably control the
intraseasonal variability of tropical precipitation. How-
ever, the underlying physical mechanism has not yet been
addressed more closely. Sobel et al. (2004) in the TRMM
Kwajalein experiment also demonstrated that some pre-
cipitation events during the experiment were associated
with the passage of Kelvin waves. The other individ-
ual modes of the tropical oscillations (e.g. MRG and
TD-type wave) were also shown to have a prominent
role in organizing local precipitation activity. Masunaga
et al. (2006) utilizing TRMM precipitation radar (PR) and
visible/infrared scanner (VIRS) further documented the
potential relationship between CCEWs (including n= 1
ER and Kelvin waves) and the dominant intraseasonal
Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO) in modulating the pre-
cipitation. They documented how the interaction between
Kelvin waves and ER waves within the MJO convective
envelope may be linked to off-equatorial boundary layer
convergence, especially when it is at its maximum during
boreal winter.
Kim and Alexander (2013) extended the investigation
of the CCEW influence to including the submonthly
variability of tropical precipitation, using TRMM and
five Reanalysis product datasets. They reported that the
variability of tropical precipitation due to low frequency
CCEWs is relatively varied over different geographical
areas. The westward high variance (frequency >1/3 cycle
per day) is more pronounced in affecting the precipitation
variability for all seasons in Africa, while the strong pre-
cipitation variance over the Pacific Ocean is dominated by
westward high frequency waves which are largely related
to enhanced inertio gravity (IG) and TD-type wave activity
during boreal summer. MJO activities, on the other hand,
are observed to considerably influence the precipitation
variability over the Maritime Continent. Nevertheless, the
broad scope of their study focused chiefly on the assess-
ment of the reanalysis products to resolve the CCEWs, as a
crucial parameter in the tropical atmospheric models. The
representation of particular single wave modes affecting
precipitation variability was merely described in general
way. The waves were not isolated specifically, and there-
fore the wave spectra with different dispersive properties
became mixed up, and their values were inadvertently
combined.
By detailed analysis of the interaction between waves
and convection, this study intends to contribute to a com-
prehensive understanding of the CCEW effect on the pre-
cipitation variability over the entire tropical region. To
this end, a modified space-time filtering is employed to
eliminate noise contamination within a wave’s spectral
band, and to avoid undesirable spectral mixtures among the
modes. Total variance as a product of inverted field filtering
at a given filter band was calculated to quantify the portion
of modulated precipitation variance attributed to CCEW
activities. Furthermore, time-lagged composite analysis is
used to characterize the evolution of perturbation convec-
tive and dynamic signals over time. The main objectives of
this work are addressed in the following questions:
1. How does precipitation in nature behave under the
influence of CCEWs?
2. What percentage of tropical precipitation variability
can be attributed to the more divergent (Kelvin wave)
and more rotational (n= 1 ER, MRG, and TD-type
wave) types of CCEWs in different seasons and geo-
graphical locations?
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The
datasets and methods used are described in Section 2.
Section 3 presents the behaviours of modulated precip-
itation through time-lagged composite analysis for each
CCEW. The geographic distribution and seasonal varia-
tion attributed to the CCEW activities are investigated in
Section 4. Finally, summary and concluding remarks are
offered in Section 5.
2. Data and methods
2.1. Data
Three sets of observational data were used to examine the
modulating influence of CCEWs on the tropical precipita-
tion: (1) the TRMM 3B42 version-6 daily satellite-based
estimates (Huffman et al., 2007); (2) OLR from the
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National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA) and the National Environmental Satellite Data
and Information Service (NESDIS) (Liebmann and Smith,
1996); and (3) National Centre for Environmental Pre-
diction (NCEP)-Department of Energy Reanalysis-2
(NCEP-R2) products (Kanamitsu et al., 2002). Brief
descriptions of these datasets and basic data analysis are
provided below.
1. TRMM 3B42 version-6. TRMM and other satellites
precipitation product includes three-hourly precipita-
tion rates based on multi satellite data analysis with
original grid cells of 0.25∘ × 0.25∘ extending from
50∘N to 50∘S (Huffman et al., 2007). TRMM 3B42
is widely considered to be one of the most reliable
high-resolution precipitation datasets over the tropics,
although the sub-daily timescale still contains uncer-
tainties over the ocean (Li and Fu, 2005). Nonethe-
less, Huffman et al. (2007) showed that a diurnal cycle
of TRMM product aligns well with gauge observa-
tions by showing only slight differences in phase and
amplitude. We used version-6 data extending from 1
January 1998 to 31 December 2009. To match the
spatiotemporal resolutions to the other observational
datasets used here, the TRMM data were spatially
regridded using an inverse-distance-weighting remap-
ping technique from a fine resolution to a coarser reso-
lution (0.25∘ × 0.25∘ to 1.0∘ × 1.0∘ and 2.5∘ × 2.5∘)
and from three-hourly to daily in time. To impede
any contamination of ER wave signals to the spec-
trum over the Kelvin wave band, the meridional ranges
were bounded between 20∘S and 20∘N (Straub and
Kiladis, 2003).
2. NOAA OLR. Daily interpolated OLR datasets from
1 January 1998 to 31 December 2009 obtained
from NOAA/NESDIS were used as a proxy to dis-
tinguish areas of deep tropical convection. These
datasets were observed using an advanced very
high-resolution radiometer (AVHRR) sensor on a
NOAA polar-orbiting satellite. Resulting data from
each scanning swath of the satellite track were stored
on a 2.5∘ grid, allowing for representation of high
wavenumber features. Gaps had been filled with tem-
poral and spatial interpolation by the data provider
(Liebmann and Smith, 1996).
3. NCEP Reanalysis-2. Zonal wind (u), meridional wind
(v), and geopotential heights (Φ) obtained from NCEP
R-2 were used to substantiate the results. These data
are currently available from the present back to 1 Jan-
uary 1979 and supplied by the NCEP-Department of
Energy (Kanamitsu et al., 2002). The reason of select-
ing dynamical datasets from NCEP R-2 was the fact
that some errors and biases have already successfully
minimized by improving the convective parameteri-
zation scheme (i.e. minor tuning on the simplified
Arakawa-Schurbet scheme). NCEPR-2 showed a large
improvement in its ability to capture the observed vari-
ability of CCEWs signals, as compared with NCEP
R-1 (Kim and Alexander, 2013; Kim et al., 2013).
However, it should be noted that a possible bias in
the dynamical structure of TD-type waves at higher
wavenumbers may occur, since almost all the reanaly-
ses (including NCEP-R2) has a significant deficiencies
in representing the variability in high-frequency range
(Kim and Alexander, 2013). The velocity potential ()
and stream functions () calculated from horizontal
wind products were also used to emphasize the modu-
lated structures and wave evolution in the lagged com-
posite analysis.
2.2. Frequency-wavenumber and variance analysis
The frequency-wavenumber analysis as fundamentally
described in WK99 has been employed on the TRMM
satellite-based precipitation estimates to diagnose domi-
nant properties and distribution of azimuthal field motions
associated with zonally propagating waves. To isolate how
certain fields are modulated by the four prominent waves,
the linear trend and the first three harmonics of the annual
cycle were subtracted from each grid point. For each anal-
ysis segment, a time period of 96 days was chosen with
65-day step, resulting in a total of 139 overlapping sets of
time series data (∼12 years). In order tominimize the effect
of spectral leakage in the Fourier transform, the anoma-
lies of filtered fields for each segment were tapered using
a split-cosine-bell function. The power spectra were cal-
culated and averaged for successive overlapping segments,
and integrated along meridian over 20∘N–20∘S. Since the
power spectrum peaks were largely concealed by the red
background spectrum, the statistical stability of spectral
peaks was obtained by dividing the raw spectra by the
noise background smoothed 40 times in wavenumber and
frequency with a 1-2-1 filter. Additionally, to prevent loss
of data at the beginning and end of the filtered series, both
edges of each anomaly segment were padded with 659
days of zeroes following the real-time monitoring tech-
nique as discussed by Wheeler and Weickmann (2001).
As the disturbances tend to propagate asymmetri-
cally along the latitude of the Intertropical Convergence
Zone (ITCZ), a modified space-time filter as in Straub and
Kiladis (2002) has been applied to the raw datasets without
partitioning into equatorial symmetric and anti-symmetric
components (no symmetry constraints). To illustrate the
process of filter selection, Figure 1 displays the observed
spectra in their original form about the equatorial band
from 20∘S to 20∘N. The heavy solid polygons denote
the spectral filter boundaries, which enclose pronounced
spectral peaks in the areas corresponding to the shallow
water theory dispersion curves for Kelvin, n= 1 ER, MRG
and TD-type waves. A low frequency cut-off of 17 days
was used for the Kelvin wave spectral domain in order to
separate it from the MJO band. As for TD-type waves,
a high-frequency cut-off of 2.5 days was used to avoid
spectral mixtures with westward inertio-gravity waves.
The frequency cut-offs for n= 1 ER and MRG waves
were similar to that used by WK99 and Kiladis et al.,
2009, respectively. Equivalent depths (H) associated with
equatorial wave modes were set ranging from 8 to 90 m,
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Figure 1. Wavenumber-frequency spectra of TRMM daily precipitation
from 1998 to 2009 between 20∘S and 20∘N without symmetric partition.
The heavy solid polygons indicate domains for the filtering the Kelvin,
n= 1 ER, MRG, and TD-type waves. The thin solid lines indicate the
dispersion curve for the equivalent depths of 8, 25, 50, and 90m.
except TD-type waves which do not correspond to any
linear equatorial wave theory. Such filter was also applied
for a particular season (DJF, MAM, JJA, and SON) to
assess the modulation of seasonal precipitation attributed
to CCEW activity (Figures S1–S4).
Variance analysis reveals the geographical distribution
of the locally most active wave amplitude variations. The
method was employed similar to Schreck et al. (2013),
which estimates the fraction of total variance contributed
by a filter wave band at a given point. The 12-year mean,
linear trend and the first three harmonics of the seasonal
cycle were removed from the original data. In order to
obtain a quantity that represents the fraction of the total
variance, the resulting anomalies were normalized by their
daily standard deviations () at each grid point. These
standardized anomalies were then filtered with specified
wavenumbers, frequencies, and a pair of equivalent depths
in accordance to the filtering domains as defined earlier.
Therefore, it must be interpreted carefully that these val-
ues are the fraction of the total variance which falls within
a given filter band, rather than presuming that they are
the fraction of the total variance associated with a given
wave. Furthermore, the seasonal variations are calculated
as the long-term mean monthly wave activity from 1998
to 2009, and averaged along meridians over 20∘N–20∘S.
2.3. Lagged regression composites
The time-lagged composite analysis characterizes the evo-
lution of convective and dynamical perturbation signals
over time. The method was adopted from Wheeler et al.
(2000) and Kiladis et al. (2009) with slight modifications.
Time series of the filtered precipitation rates were obtained
at specified single grid points (hereafter called as base
Contour from –15 to 15 by 2.5
Figure 2. Regressed space-time evolution of precipitation associated
with convectively coupled Kelvin waves. Results are based on lagged lin-
ear regressions of raw precipitation data ontoKelvin-wave-filtered data at
base point 7∘N, 160∘W. Shading (hatching) denotes positive (negative)
regression coefficients of precipitation in unit of mmday−1. The solid
(dashed) contours denote the suppressed and enhanced OLR anomalies
in unit of Wm−2. This composite is calculated using entire period of
TRMM available regardless of season. Results are only shown for a sig-
nificance level ≥ 95%.
points). The respective base point was selected as the one
with maximum variance of filtered precipitation during
the 12-year TRMM observational period. The windowed
variances were used as a threshold to maximize the
signal-to-noise ratio following Wheeler et al. (2000). In
other words, only discrete signals which have windowed
variances exceeding the total mean variance (i.e. strong
wave activity) were considered for the composites. The
windowed variance length was equal to the period of
the lowest frequency for each wave, namely 17 days
for the Kelvin waves, 72 days for the n= 1 ER waves,
10 days for the MRG waves, and 10 days for TD-type
waves. Nonetheless, the results were relatively insensitive
to modifications of these choices. The resulting filtered
precipitation anomalies in a new reconstructed time array
were then linearly regressed onto respective raw datasets
and rescaled using the standard deviation from the base
point of the observations.
The statistical significance of the composite anomalies
was calculated by a local two-sided significance test. For
calculating the effective number of independent samples
(or degrees of freedom) in the t-test, we take the auto-
correlation into account following Zwiers and von Storch
(1995). Results were only shown for a significance level
≥95% ( ≤ 0.05). The incomplete beta function in order
to estimate two-tailed probability of a random variable
was calculated after Press et al. (1986). Positive/negative
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Figure 3. Lagged composite of precipitation (shading), geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors) associated with Kelvin-wave-filtered time
series of precipitation at the base point 7∘N, 160∘W for (a) day −2, (b) day −1, (c) day 0, (d) day 1, (e) day 2, and (f) day 3 at 850 hPa. Contours are
drawn every 1m with negative (positive) contours in black (grey) and the zero contours omitted (the values are shown in Blue and Red in the online
version). Scales for each figure are based on the standard deviation of the based point Kelvin-filtered time series. All fields are locally significant
at the 95% confidence level; with the largest vectors are around 1.5 m s−1. This composite is calculated using entire period of TRMM available
regardless of season.
lags in the regression coefficient refer to relative periods
after/before the peak of precipitation (convection) at the
base point on day 0.
3. Dynamics of modulated structures
3.1. Kelvin wave
Figure 2 shows the time-longitude regression composite
of raw precipitation and OLR anomalies onto
Kelvin-wave-filtered data at a base point at 7∘N, 160∘W.
The regression coefficients have been averaged along
meridian of 5∘ width relative to the base point. Stronger
convective signals associated with enhanced precipitation
and suppressed OLR are clearly visible in phase, and
they propagate eastward with an approximate velocity of
15.4 m s−1. This characteristic conveys a typical speed
and evolution of Kelvin wave activity over the Pacific.
The waves are evident in the vicinity of the Maritime
Continent on day −7 and travel to the east into the eastern
Pacific Ocean on day +7.
Figure 3(a)–(f) illustrates the composite Kelvin
wave-filtered precipitation in the lower troposphere
at 850 hPa, and only associated fields that are statis-
tically significant at 95% level are shown. The entire
composite pattern propagates eastward indicated by an
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eastward moving precipitation pair locus from the western
Pacific Ocean towards the eastern Pacific Ocean and
the Caribbean Sea. The dynamic structure of the wave
remains mostly constant, with nearly symmetrical shapes
about the equator, and resembles the theoretical structure
of Kelvin waves based on theories of frictionally modified
Kelvin waves (cf Salby et al., 1994; Masunaga, 2009).
The dominant wind anomalies are easterlies and westerlies
diverging out of the moist anomaly. The latitudinal sym-
metry of geopotential height anomalies is in phase with
predominant zonal wind anomalies, while the contribution
of the meridional flow tends to vanish around the strong
convective locus. Intriguingly, the resulting precipitation
fields from the composites appear to be slightly asymmet-
ric, with the greatest amplitude centralized in the Northern
Hemisphere. These patterns are comparable to the bright-
ness temperature (Tb) composites by Kiladis et al. (2009),
who also pointed out that this asymmetry-modulated
structure occurs because of particularly low sea surface
temperatures (SSTs) in the eastern Pacific, in turn causing
a unique convection mechanism over this region. Precip-
itation anomalies induced in the predominant east–west
wind directions of the Kelvin wave structure imply that
wave–convection interaction has a considerable contribu-
tion in organizing the characteristics of local precipitation
(Holder et al., 2008).
The tropical–extratropical interaction within the Kelvin
wave signals in the lower troposphere at 850 hPa is also
analysed in Figure 3(a)–(f). The poleward flow from
the Kelvin wave structure, which is likely a part of the
eastward-propagating Rossby wave train response to con-
vective heating in tropics is evident, as found by Straub
and Kiladis (2002). This poleward flow is strongly linked
with the Kelvin wave troughs and plays a substantial
role in transporting equatorial humid air towards the
off-equatorial region (cf Masunaga, 2009). On the other
hand, equatorward flows that emanate from extratropical
Rossby wave trains have been shown to contribute to
positive moisture anomalies in equatorial Kelvin wave
structure (Figure 3(e)–(f)). Composites for each specific
season (Figures S5–S8) reveal that such extratropical
forcing on Kelvin waves structure are predominant dur-
ing boreal summer (JJA) over the eastern Pacific, and
become relatively weak or diminished during boreal
winter–spring. The fact that Kelvin wave events in the
Pacific are often dynamically forced by eastward propaga-
tion of subtropical Rossby waves excited in the Southern
Hemisphere subtropical jet (as shown in Figure 3(a)–(f)),
suggests that phasing of southern extratropical Rossby
waves within Kelvin wave structures plays a substantial
role in controlling the quantity and pattern of modulated
precipitation over this region, especially during boreal
spring and summer.
Figure 4(a)–(f) shows the composite Kelvin
wave-filtered precipitation in the upper troposphere at
200 hPa. This upper-level composite is broadly dominated
by a Rossby wave activity propagating into the eastern
tropical Pacific from the mid-latitudes. Such feature is
strongly observed during boreal winter–spring since
the northern basic state facilitates more the equator-
ward propagation of extratropical waves; and it becomes
relatively less pronounced during boreal summer–fall
(Figures S9–S12). This intertwined pattern of Kelvin
and extratropical Rossby waves appears as a result of
contaminating filter bands by eastward moving deep con-
vection and upper cloud signals forced by the extratropical
Rossby waves, particularly during boreal winter–spring
(cf Kiladis, 1998; Schreck et al., 2013). The moist and
dry anomalies have a southwest–northeast tilt over the
structure of the northern extratropical Rossby-wave train,
which is consistent with previous findings of 200-hPa
UTWV composites from the high-resolution infrared
radiation sounder (HIRS) by Schreck et al. (2013). The
positive anomalies are induced in the upper tropospheric
cyclonic vortex and coincide with 200-hPa southwest-
erlies. The horizontal advection of southwesterly flow
of the subtropical wave train gives the positive moisture
anomalies in the subtropics, and the northeasterly of the
subtropical flow contributes to negative moisture anoma-
lies to the tropics. It must be noted that as the filter was
designed based on the dispersion curves of shallow water
theory in a resting background state, one cannot avoid
some of these projections contaminating the Kelvin-filter
band. However, such contamination is less evident during
boreal summer–fall, as extratropical Rossby waves are
less forced to guide eastward-moving deep convection
towards the equatorial eastern Pacific.
3.2. The n= 1 ER wave
The base point used for composite regression of the con-
vectively coupled ER wave-filtered precipitation is cho-
sen at 7.5∘N, 172.5∘E, as shown in Figure 5. The OLR
regression coefficients are overlaid to shed light on phase
relationship between the two fields. As expected from the
dispersion curve of shallow-water ERwaves, the regressed
fields show pronounced westward phase propagation and
slowly eastward group velocity. The implied phase and
group velocities are −4.8 and 0.7 m s−1, respectively. Typ-
ical evolution of the ER wave precipitation begins on day
−12, about 42∘ west of the reference point, and develops
up to the eastern Pacific on day +14, for around 26 days.
The lagged composites in Figure 6 illustrate that the gen-
eral structures of convectively coupled ER waves in modu-
lating precipitation are formed as predicted by equatorially
trapped shallow-water structures. The convective signal
indicated by positive precipitation anomalies is displaced
to the east of the cyclonic gyres. It is also collocated with
symmetries of geopotential height near the equator, and
predominant easterly wind perturbation at the east of the
convective centre. Following the development of this wave
at earlier lags (day −18 to day −10, not shown), one may
see that the region of enhanced convection first appears
5–6 days earlier in the eastern Pacific (around 90∘W).
By day −12, the precipitation is induced and the associ-
ated cyclone pair structure starts to reflect the ER-related
gyres at day −10. After 2 days, the symmetric geopoten-
tial height wave begins to develop and emphasizes the
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Figure 4. Similar to Figure 3, but for the upper-level troposphere at 200 hPa. All fields are locally significant at the 95% confidence level; with the
largest vectors are around 3.0 m s−1.
robust structure of ER wave at the following lag on day
−8 (Figure 6(a)). This unique evidence suggests that the
pre-existing convection before the wave formation has a
vital role in generating ER wave over this region.
Another intriguing feature induced by ER waves is
shown on days +8 to +10 (Figure 6(f) and (g)). Once
this wave reaches the region of New Guinea, the north-
ern gyre and convective centre shift to around 10∘N as
they propagate westward, until reaching the South China
Sea on day +16 (Figure 6(h)). Such unique modulation
may imply that precipitation variability over northern Aus-
tralia is less affected by their activity compared to South-
east Asia, as with convective modulation structure found
by Kiladis et al. (2009). This result is qualitatively not
dependent on the choice of base point. Similar patterns
were also found when we constructed the composite using
another base point of the maximumERwave variance over
the Pacific. It is also worthwhile to hypothesize that the
predominant easterly wind perturbation to the east of the
convection centre and locally low pressures in equator in
early-lag structures (Figure 6(a)–(d)) can be attributed to
the forced Kelvin wave response to equatorial heating, as
suggested by Gill (1980). This evidence may suggest a
possible trigger mechanism for ER waves over this region,
which is generated from the Kelvin waves forced by the
equatorial heating system (cf Kiladis et al., 2009). Consis-
tent with previous studies (e.g. Kiladis andWheeler, 1995;
Meehl et al., 1996; Kiladis, 1998), the reversed structures
of cyclonic flows and visible interaction to extratropical
Rossby wave trains are apparent in the upper troposphere
composites at 200 hPa (not shown). Additionally, in order
to show whether this pattern is persistent throughout the
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Contour from –15 to 15 by 2.5
Figure 5. Similar to Figure 2, but for the regressed space-time evolution
of precipitation associated with the n= 1 ER waves at the base point
7.5∘N, 172.5∘E.
year, we performed a similar analysis by splitting up the
period by individual season instead of using the entire cal-
endar year. We found that such features are diminished
during boreal summer, and steadily grow in boreal fall
to spring (Figures S13–S16). The maximum activity pre-
dominantly occurs during boreal winter, with structures
similar as those found by Kiladis and Wheeler (1995),
and it is consistent with our variance analysis discussed
in Section 4.2. In light of the composites, we may deduce
that precipitation disturbances associated with convec-
tively coupled ER waves are sometimes induced in phase
with enhanced convection in the off-equatorial region, and
collocated in the vicinity of convergence of the symmetric
cyclone pair structures.
3.3. The MRG wave
The MRG-wave-filtered precipitation composite in
Figure 7 shows fast westward phase propagation and slow
eastward group propagation. The implied phase speed is
approximately −16.1 m s−1, coinciding with an eastward
energy propagation of approximately 4.5 m s−1 at the base
point of 7.5∘N, 172.5∘E. The signal is robust as seen in the
OLR regression which also shows a similar characteristic
at 95% significant level. This lagged-composite result is
nearly identical to that of Wheeler et al. (2000), where
they are preferentially initiated over the eastern Pacific
Ocean and travelling westward until vanishing over the
western Pacific with a short life cycle of 4–6 days.
Figure 8 shows a horizontal cross-section of the con-
vectively coupled MRG waves at the 850-hPa level with
a similar base point. The precipitation-filtered composite
resembles MRG wave structure from previous studies
(Yang et al., 2007; Kiladis et al., 2009). The associated
circulation pattern matches well with the theoretical shal-
low water structure; the prominently symmetric gyres are
centred about the equator, and the convective signal indi-
cated by strong precipitation disturbances coincides with
the anti-symmetric velocity potential (). The regions
coloured in grey (black) contours correspond to regions
in which precipitation tends to be enhanced (suppressed).
In addition, the convective signal is always co-located
with divergent and convergent meridional flow. The pos-
itive (negative) precipitation anomalies corresponding
to the enhanced (suppressed) convection are induced
anti-symmetrically in regard to the variation of velocity
potential, and are jointly followed by the symmetric gyres.
The estimated zonal wavelength from this structure is
approximately 8340 km and corresponds to the zonal
wave number(s) ∼5.
On closer inspection, at day −2 to −1 the associated
circulation structures of MRG waves clearly show a fast
westward phase progression (Figure 8(a) and (b)). The
counter-clockwise gyres around the equator propagate
towards the west, but at this stage they are also fol-
lowed by the emergence of new anti-cyclonic gyres in
the vicinity of the eastern Pacific on day −1. On day 0,
the strong precipitation that previously appeared in the
eastern Pacific on day −2 is now located precisely over
the base point (Figure 8(c)). The anti-cyclonic gyres are
intensified, and the enhanced (suppressed) convection
is most pronounced in the equatorward (poleward) flow.
On day +3 (Figure 8(f)), a new birth of anti-cyclonic
gyres appears and starts a new cycle. Therefore, it takes
approximately 4–6 days to complete a whole cycle, as
shown in Figure 7. At the 200 hPa (not shown), the wind
field perturbations are reversed. Increased circulation
strength and a southwest to northeast tilt of the geopo-
tential and precipitation in the Northern Hemisphere,
opposite in the Southern Hemisphere, are visible, as
noted by Wheeler et al. (2000). However, the gyres are
slightly shifted to the north of the equator, which may
suggest that the distortion of upper-level MRG wave
structure can be attributed to the response of a heating dis-
placement away from the equator. These overall features
are a common case of MRG wave-filtered precipitation
observed during boreal summer–fall as they are often
forced as part of the eastward-dispersion of energy from
low latitude TCs over the western Pacific. On the contrary,
such features are diminished during boreal winter–spring
along with weakening wave forcings during these seasons
(Figures S17–S20).
3.4. The TD-type wave
Composites of TD-type wave-filtered precipitation in a
lagged-time-longitude diagram, showing typical evolution
over the western Pacific Ocean at the base point 7.5∘N,
133∘E, are presented in Figure 9. The phase progression
of precipitation associated with TD-type waves indicated
by the movement of enhanced or suppressed convective
signals is approximately −9.5 m s−1. The waves initiate
over the central Pacific near the date line and propagate
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Figure 6. Similar to Figure 3, but for the regressed space-time evolution of precipitation associated with the n= 1 ER waves at the base point 7.5∘N,
172.5∘E for (a) day −16, (b) day −8, (c) day −5, (d) day −3, (e) day 0, (f) day 5, (g) day 8, and (h) day 10 at 850 hPa. The contour increment
for geopotential height is 1.25m and the largest vectors are around 2.5 m s−1. All fields are locally significant at the 95% confidence level. This
composite is calculated using entire period of TRMM available regardless of season.
up to 110 E in the vicinity of the Maritime Continent. The
appearance of a dispersive wave packet with a non-zero
group velocity is evident with a group progression of
approximately +3.5 m s−1.
Figure 10(a)–(d) represents the evolution of convec-
tively coupled TD-type waves in modulating precipita-
tion at the 850-hPa level. Generally, the circulation is evi-
denced by vortical flow generated in the western Pacific,
moving northwest and vanishing above the South China
Sea at 110 E. On day −1, two gyres appear to per-
turb over the Philippines, with high precipitation distur-
bance located over the cyclonic region of enhanced con-
vection. These wave packets modulate precipitation and
move westward with propagation tilted towards the north-
west. On day 0, three gyres are pronounced with slightly
northwest shifts compared to day −1. There are posi-
tive precipitation anomalies centred over the base point
flanked by suppressed convection. The convective signal
is co-located with an anomalous cyclone, indicating that
convection induces strong precipitation within the trough
of the wave. The negative precipitation from suppressed
convection to the east and west of a convective signal is
associated with an anomalous anticyclone. At the later
lags (day +4), similar vortical circulation fields remain
and develop with a zonal wavelength of ∼2500 km. The
composites shown in Figure 10 are a common feature
observed during boreal summer–fall when TD-type waves
are most active; while during boreal winter–spring, these
patterns are relatively diminished as they are relatively
less forced (Figures S21–S24). In addition, regression
at the mid-tropospheric layer (600 hPa at day 0) repro-
duces similar structure as in the lower layer, but in the
upper troposphere (200 hPa at day 0) the associated cir-
culation slightly differs and shows a more pronounced
horizontally-tilted pattern when compared to the lower tro-
posphere (not shown). Kiladis et al. (2006) found simi-
lar evidence at upper tropospheric TD-type structure over
Africa, which showed that such behaviour is associated
with a poleward flux of westerly momentum strengthening
during boreal summer. However, the mechanism explain-
ing such tilted pattern over the western Pacific has not yet
been closely investigated.
In summation, enhanced (suppressed) precipitation
anomalies associated with dynamic-structure TD-type
waves are primarily emanated at the wave’s trough
(ridge) of an off-equatorial vortex train, in which the
strong (weak) convection induced by vortical flow may
favourably occur.
4. Precipitation variability attributed to CCEW
activities
4.1. Spatial climatology
Figure 11(a)–(d) shows the fraction of the total precip-
itation variance (shading in %) overlaid with the total
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Figure 7. Similar to Figure 2, but for the regressed space-time evolution
of precipitation associated with the MRG waves at the base point 7.5∘N,
172.5∘E.
variance (contour in mm2 day−2), which falls within the
frequency-wavenumber range defined by the filter band
of the respective waves. These maps are calculated as
described in Section 2.2. and represent the geographic
distribution of the locally most active amplitude waves,
which experience strong influence from CCEW activ-
ities. It should be noted that as the variance has been
normalized by each grid point’s standard deviation, the
values shown here reflect the climatological percentage of
precipitation variability supplied by the waves, regardless
of the season.
A map of Kelvin-wave-filtered precipitation variance
(including both the symmetric and anti-symmetric com-
ponents of precipitation) is shown in Figure 11(a). Kelvin
waves exhibit to control a large portion of precipitation
variability throughout the tropics, between 10∘ north and
south. Generally, the impact of Kelvin waves on precipi-
tation over the tropics is inhomogeneous. A considerable
ratio of 6 to 10% is found to cover most of the tropical
ocean, while less than 6% of the total variance accounts
for the precipitation over tropical lands, excluding eastern
Brazil and the west coast of Africa. There are at least three
regions profoundly dominated by Kelvin wave activity,
resulting in approximately 8% of the total variance, includ-
ing the Indian Ocean centred at 90∘E, the Pacific ITCZ
between 5–12∘N, and the stretch of the Atlantic Ocean
from South America to Africa between 0–5∘N. The maxi-
mum influence over the two latter regions has already been
investigated to be due to an effective intrusion of extratrop-
ical Rossby wave train activity (Straub and Kiladis, 2003;
Masunaga, 2009; Schreck et al., 2013) and sea level pres-
sure surges propagating from extratropical South America
into the deep tropics (Liebmann et al., 2009), while the
excitation mechanisms over the Indian Ocean and Africa
are mainly related to the Mesoscale Convective Systems
(MCSs), MJO, and latent heating within the region of the
African easterly jet (Masunaga et al., 2006; Leroux and
Hall, 2009; Kim and Alexander, 2013).
The variance of the convectively coupled MRG waves
(Figure 11(b)) is of a smaller magnitude than that of
Kelvin waves and mostly confined to the region near the
date line; along the migration path of the ITCZ, from the
western to north-eastern PacificOcean andAtlantic Ocean,
and along the southern Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ)
over the south-western Pacific Ocean. In these regions
they account for more than 3% of total variance, with
their peaks shifted off the equator. As in previous studies
(Hendon and Liebmann, 1991; RF04; Huang and Huang,
2011), the maximum influence of MRG waves is shown as
twin bands along 8∘ latitude in both hemispheres, where
the magnitude of variance in the Southern Hemisphere is
smaller than in the Northern Hemisphere (2–3.5% lower
in magnitude). Hendon and Liebmann (1991) postulated
that the localization of this twin-band wave activity is due
to a unique meridional distribution of SST in the eastern
Pacific Ocean along the latitude of 7.5∘. Such patterns are
strongly pronounced during boreal fall around the date line
in association with the asymmetric fluctuation of SSTs.
As with Kelvin waves, the considerable ratio of modulated
precipitation variance over the surrounding ocean is more
pronounced than over land. Notable influences over land
with ratios of 2–3% are evident over the Philippines, Sri
Lanka, Thailand, Cambodia, Vietnam, Central America,
and West Africa. RF04 found a slightly comparable result,
that less than a 5% of total global OLR variance was
contributed by this tropical mode.
Figure 11(c) shows distribution of total precipitation
variance attributed to the convectively coupled ER waves.
The activity of n= 1 ER waves is centred off the equator,
with strong impacts occurring at approximately 12∘–15∘
latitude. These features are consistent with the theoretical
shallow water ER waves (Matsuno, 1966; Wheeler et al.,
2000), which experience maximum convection off the
equator and non-zero convective signal at the equator.
Pronounced precipitation variances with percentage ratios
of 4–5% mainly cover most of the Asian monsoon region,
warm pools of the north-western Pacific Ocean, and in the
vicinity of SPCZ over the south-western Pacific Ocean.
Less variance is typically located over land (<4%), but
evident over Southeast Asia, northern Australia, and
Central America.
Figure 11(d) shows the total variance of precipitation
variability modulated by TD-type wave activity. It can
be seen that the most dominant influences with ratios
of 10–15% are evident over three maximum regions,
including the western Pacific, eastern North Pacific, and
eastern Atlantic Ocean (stretching from African Coast).
These three regions are widely known as the regions most
affected by TD-type waves (Kiladis et al., 2006; Mekon-
nen et al., 2006). The stronger activity of TD-type is situ-
ated over the West African Coast, explaining up to 15% of
total precipitation variance. Gu and Zhang (2001), using
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Figure 8. Similar to Figure 3, but for the regressed space-time evolution of precipitation associated with the MRG waves at the base point 7.5∘N,
172.5∘E for (a) day −2, (b) day −1, (c) day 0, (d) day 1, (e) day 2, and (f) day 3 at 850 hPa. The contour increment for velocity potential () is 3 ×
105 m2 s−1 and the largest vectors are around 2.0 m s−1. All fields are locally significant at the 95% confidence level. This composite is calculated
using entire period of TRMM available regardless of season.
OLR data, found a similar result, namely that TD-type
waves contributed up to 15% of the total convective
variance over Africa. The variance of TD-type waves com-
pared to n= 1 ER, MRG, and Kelvin waves is of a larger
magnitude, and more ubiquitous over the tropics, particu-
larly over regions that often experience TCs. This suggests
that TD-type waves have a greater influence on precipita-
tion than the other three wave types. A closer inspection
of Figure 11(d) shows that less than 8% of the total vari-
ability of precipitation over tropical lands can be found
over western Australia, Southeast Asia, South Asia, West
Africa, Madagascar, and Central America, while the per-
centage ratios of greater than 12% are mainly situated over
the ocean within the ITCZ.
4.2. Seasonal variation
The seasonal variation of CCEWs as a product of area
averages of monthly wave activity between 20∘N and 20∘S
is shown in Figure 13(a)–(d). Overall, the seasonal cycles
of the Kelvin, MRG, n= 1 ER, and TD-type waves are
in good agreement with other convective proxies used
in the previous studies (e.g. Tb, PW, OLR, Huang and
Huang, 2011; RF04; WK99). The similarity among these
proxies indicates that they are equally capable of capturing
modulated disturbances from CCEW activity.
The strongest Kelvin wave impact on precipitation
occurs during boreal spring, from March to May, with a
maximum value of 6.99± 3.30% (Figure 12(a)). In con-
trast, activities observed during boreal summer through
autumn are found to be relatively modest, with minimum
ratios of 4.09± 1.85% in September. These results are
similar in nature to a rough description from RF04 using
a PW dataset, which showed that about 5% of total PW
mean variances come from Kelvin wave activity. In addi-
tion, n= 1 ER waves exhibit their most influential impact
during late boreal winter, continuing through early boreal
spring, from December to April (Figure 12(b)). It appears
that the maximum ER wave impact on precipitation is
somewhat similar to the one of Kelvin waves, making up
approximately 3.64± 1.63% of the total variance during
boreal winter, and about 3.77± 1.79% during early boreal
spring. This is somewhat less than the values given by
RF04, who reported that up to 12% of the total global
OLR variance can be explained by n= 1 ER waves. The
discrepancies could be attributed to the different sensitiv-
ity of proxies in capturing the variability, and differences
of spatial resolution among datasets.
The seasonal cycle of TD-type waves appear to be sim-
ilar to that of MRG waves with maximum activity occurs
during the boreal late summer and early fall (Figure 12(c)
and (d)). The impact of MRG waves on precipitation is
relatively modest throughout the seasons, while TD-type
waves show a profound effect with a total variance of
9.75± 4.54% during the boreal summer.
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Figure 9. Similar to Figure 2, but for the regressed space-time evolution
of precipitation associated with the TD-type waves at the base point
7.5∘N, 133 ∘E.
To shed light on the area most affected by sea-
sonal CCEW activity, spatial distribution based on
the time of year when mean tropical convection is at
its peak [i.e. extended boreal summer (MJJASO) and
extended boreal winter (NDJFMA) seasons] is presented
in Figure 13(a)–(h). The Kelvin waves are generally
confined to the equatorial region, regardless of season
(Figure 13(a) and (b)). The variance during boreal winter
tends to reach its maximum, up to 15.02%, covering the
Atlantic Ocean, landmasses of western Africa, and the
central Pacific near the date line. Apart from those regions,
the Kelvin wave impact over the maritime continents of
Africa, northern Australia, and South America is still
evident, but to a lesser degree. During boreal summer,
certain regions experience nearly identical effects from the
Kelvin waves. Distinct differences are seen for the peak
magnitude, in which it is generally decreased to 12.3% of
the total variance and shifted northward off the equator.
Profound seasonal activity of Kelvin waves, which appear
similar to that of the ITCZ, suggests that these waves are
likely generated in proximity to the most active convec-
tion, which happens to be located near the equator, much
like the ITCZ cycle (cf Huang and Huang, 2011).
For ER waves, positively affected regions are evident
away from the equator, at latitudes of maximum mean
tropical convection (12∘–15∘ latitude of the summer hemi-
sphere) and with ratios around 8% (Figure 13(c) and
(d)). Stronger variances (>7.5%) during boreal winter are
mainly located over Australia, South Africa, and south-
ern parts of the Maritime Continent, while during boreal
summer they mostly covers the warm pool region of the
western Pacific Ocean.
MRG and TD-type waves (Figure 13(e)–(h)) mainly
affect the precipitation over the western North Pacific,
eastern North Pacific (including Caribbean Sea), and
Atlantic Basin (maximum peak in African West Coast)
during boreal summer. These affected regions are known
as those with the most active tracks of TCs, which in
turn conforms that MRG and TD waves play an essential
role to supply the rotational disturbances in the forma-
tion of TCs (cf Dickinson and Molinari, 2002; Schreck
et al., 2012). During boreal winter, the peaks of MRG
waves are more confined along the Pacific ITCZ (central
and eastern Pacific basin at 7–10∘N) near the date line
indicated by 5.5% of magnitude and the most enhanced
variance mainly appears as a twin band along 7.5∘N
and 7.5∘S. TD-type waves, on the other hands, exhibit
maximum impact over most regions of the southern Indian
Ocean with ratios of 15–18% during boreal winter, while
stronger ratios of 20–27% during boreal summer mainly
affect the precipitation over the western North Pacific,
eastern North Pacific, and Atlantic Ocean. This result is
comparable with a previous study by Mekonnen et al.
(2008) who showed, using a Tb dataset, that ratios of
25–30% cover most regions of summer convection over
the ocean within the ITCZ. Overall, the strong seasonal
variance contributed by TD-type activity suggests that
they dominate precipitation variability over the tropics
compared to other waves.
4.3. Regional variation
To further examine the seasonal influence of CCEW
activity on a regional scale, the tropics have been divided
into seven distinct regions similar as shown by Kim
and Alexander (2013). These regions cover Africa
(17∘W–50∘E), the Indian Ocean (51∘E–94∘E), the
Maritime Continent (95∘E–150∘E), the western Pacific
(151∘E–150∘W), the eastern Pacific (149∘W–90∘W),
America (89∘W–35∘W), and the Atlantic Ocean
(34∘W–18∘W). The regional variances of four prominent
waves (Kelvin, n= 1 ER, MRG, and TD-type waves) as
defined by the local integration of backward Fourier spec-
tra in time are presented in Figure 14. The most obvious
feature in this figure is that for each region in the tropics,
TD-type waves have a much more significant impact on
precipitation than any other wave type.
In Africa, TD-type waves exhibit a suppressed sea-
sonal pattern from October to February, and become more
active in summer, from July to September. The enhanced
activity of TD-type waves during these periods corre-
sponds to strong latent heating upstream, which is dis-
rupted by the African Easterly Jet during the summertime
(Thorncroft et al., 2008). This localized activity causes the
TD-type waves to propagate until they reach the Atlantic
Ocean. Kelvin waves also exhibit a similar seasonal cycle
over Africa. The maximum activity appears during early
boreal spring (March–April), with another peak occurs
in August. This finding is consistent with Ventrice and
Thorncroft (2013), who showed that the convective enve-
lope of the Kelvin waves over the tropical Africa and
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Figure 10. Similar to Figure 3, but for the regressed space-time evolution of precipitation associated with the TD-type waves at the base point 7.5∘N,
133 ∘E for (a) day −1, (b) day 0, (c) day 2, and (d) day 4 at 850 hPa. The contour increment for horizontal stream function () is 5 × 105 m2 s−1
and the largest vectors are around 2.5 m s−1. All fields are locally significant at the 95% confidence level. This composite is calculated using entire
period of TRMM available regardless of season.
Figure 11. Fraction of the total precipitation variance that falls within the convectively coupled Kelvin, MRG, n= 1 ER, and TD-type wave filter
bands. Only Kelvin and TD-type waves (MRG and n= 1 ERwaves) with total variance>6% (>2.5%) are shownwith shading. The contour increment
for the total variance is 3 mm2 day−2.
Atlantic predominantly appears during boreal summer.
Most easterly waves get an initial kick from convective
events over the east African highlands, such as those that
occur when Kelvin waves cross the region. Kelvin waves
alter the synoptic background over tropical Africa and
provide a favourable environment to support the genesis
of TD-type waves. Therefore, a strongly enhanced activ-
ity of TD-type waves over this region is associated with
the relatively enhanced Kelvin wave activity during boreal
summer. Furthermore, the seasonal activity of MRG and
ER waves remains approximately constant throughout the
year. These results indicate that African precipitation vari-
ability is substantially controlled by TD-type waves during
the summer time and is affected by Kelvin waves particu-
larly during early boreal spring.
TD-type and Kelvin waves over America and the
Atlantic Ocean have similar seasonal cycles as seen in
Africa. Strong activity of TD-type waves prominently
occurs in April and August, while the minimum activity
occurs in May through June. The contribution of Kelvin
waves during boreal winter is nearly twice as large as in
summer. Enhanced activity over these regions is attributed
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Figure 12. Seasonal cycle of CCEWs in fraction of the total precipitation variance (2) from 1998 through 2009, averaged between 20∘N and 20∘S
that falls within the Kelvin, MRG, ER, and Td-type waves filter band.
to the wave forcing within extratropical storms, partic-
ularly during boreal summer, and also corresponds to
the latent heat release over Africa, which leads the wave
propagation towards this region (e.g. Gu and Zhang, 2001;
Thorncroft et al., 2008). Furthermore, the variability of
both MRG and n= 1 ER waves is similar to the variation
over Africa.
The variance of TD-type waves and Kelvin waves over
the western and eastern Pacific Ocean remains at nearly
constant magnitude during boreal winter, but during boreal
summer TD-type waves have a much higher contribu-
tion than Kelvin waves. Serra et al. (2008) demonstrated
that strong latent heating through convection during boreal
summer must be the primary energy source for Pacific
TD-type waves, as there is much less horizontal and verti-
cal shear in the basic state over the Pacific ITCZ. Impacts
of n= 1 ER and MRG waves on western Pacific precipita-
tion are similar across all seasons, while over the eastern
Pacific Ocean there seems to be more variation, with peak
activity occurring during boreal winter. The cumulative
activity of these four prominent waves during boreal winter
may explain the strong synoptic to mesoscale convective
precipitation over this region.
In the Maritime Continent, waves exhibit a similar
seasonal cycle, except for the TD-type waves. These
have twice the amplitude of MRG waves. Both of these
waves are strongest during February to March and July
to August. As mentioned in Section 4.2., relatively strong
activity for TD-type and MRG waves within these periods
is strongly manifested by the strengthening TC activities
over the Philippine Sea and southern Indian Ocean. The
eastward dispersion of Rossby wave energy emanating
from these low latitude TCs provides sufficient energy to
force these waves to propagate (Holland, 1995). Under
the influence of an active monsoon system, the Maritime
Continent will experience large convective activity owing
to the water vapour carried by the winds from northern
seas (north western Pacific and the South China Sea) to
northern Australia. This in turn suggests an environment
especially capable of exciting these waves within this
period (December to April).
The appearance of strong seasonality of precipitation
from the TD-type waves over the Indian Ocean is another
problem concerning the spectral filter. Significant wave
activity of this type is known to only be active in the trop-
ical Pacific and Atlantic basins, and over Africa. So it
may be assumed that such values are not contributed by
TD-type waves, but they come from the strong background
that happens to fall within the filter band. Furthermore,
the MRG waves tend to have less seasonal effect on the
local precipitation, as the variancesmostly remain constant
over all seasons. Furthermore, the n= 1 ER waves have
strong seasonal effects, with three peaks during boreal win-
ter (December and February) and late boreal spring (May).
The Kelvin wave activity shows in-phase seasonality
as observed in the Maritime Continent, which suggests
that the observed variance over the Maritime Continent
is part of extended propagating variance initiated over
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Figure 13. Fraction of the total precipitation variance during extended boreal winter (November to April) and extended boreal summer (May to
October) that falls within the Kelvin, MRG, ER, and Td-type wave filter band. Note the different scaling of the colour bars. For Kelvin and TD-type
waves (MRG and n= 1 ER waves), only total variance >6% (>2.5%) are shown with shading. The contour increment for the total variance is 3
mm2 day−2.
the Indian Ocean. Strong interaction between MJO and
Kelvin waves, and also the effect of the monsoon system
on enhancing and terminating CCEWs, plays important
roles in explaining the seasonal variability of precipita-
tion over this region (Straub et al., 2006; Gloeckler and
Roundy, 2013).
5. Summary and concluding remarks
We demonstrated the influence of CCEWs on the precip-
itation variability, retrieved from long-term observation
of the TRMM merging high-quality/infrared (HQ/IR)
precipitation. Since the wave–convection coupling man-
ifests unique dispersion properties, a space-time filtering
technique was used, and was tested against a randomly
modulated periodic noise at a 95% confidence level. The
geographical distribution of the locally most active wave
amplitude variations was examined following Schreck
et al. (2013), which allows estimating the fraction of the
total variance contributed by a filter band at a given point.
The results show that CCEWs are unique in modulating
precipitation over the tropics, and generally resemble
equatorially trapped shallow water wave structures.
The lower-level wave convergences were found to be a
favourable location for precipitation, shedding light on
the implications of wave–convection interaction. The pre-
cipitation resulting from Kelvin wave modulation exhibits
an eastward phase progression with an average speed
of 15.4 m s−1 and a practically symmetrical shape with
respect to the equator. This slower phase speed is asso-
ciated with a strong coupling interaction between waves
and convection, as seen at shallower equivalent depths
(WK99; Yang et al., 2007; Kiladis et al., 2009). Typical
positive precipitation anomalies, which occur in the vicin-
ity of the maximum lower-level wind convergence and
to the east of the positive geopotential height anomalies,
conform to the typical Kelvin wave structure predicted
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Figure 14. Fraction of the total precipitation variance (%) attributed to seasonal cycle of CCEW activity in (a) Africa, (b) Indian Ocean, (c) Maritime
Continent, (d), West Pacific, (e) East Pacific, (f) America, and (g) Atlantic, from 1998 through 2009 and averaged between 20∘N and 20∘S.
by Matsuno (1966). Furthermore, we also found that
strong interferences of Southern Hemisphere extratropical
Rossby waves on the Kelvin wave structures appear sig-
nificantly during boreal summer over the eastern Pacific.
The poleward flow from the Kelvin wave structure, which
is likely a part of the eastward-propagating Rossby wave
train response to convective heating in tropics is evident
as found by Straub and Kiladis (2002). This poleward
flow is strongly linked with the Kelvin wave troughs and
plays a substantial role in transporting equatorial humid
air towards the off-equatorial region (Figure 3(a)–(d), cf
Masunaga, 2009). On the other hand, the equatorward
flows emanated from extratropical Rossby wave trains
are found to contribute to positive moisture anomalies
in the equatorial Kelvin wave structure (Figure 3(e) and
(f)). During the boreal winter, however, the compositing
fields at the upper level are dominated by a Rossby wave
structure propagating into the eastern tropical Pacific from
the mid-latitudes. This intertwined pattern of Kelvin and
Rossby waves must be considered as a result of contam-
inating the Kelvin-filter band by eastward moving deep
convection and upper clouds signal forced dominantly
during boreal winter–spring (cf Kiladis, 1998; Schreck
et al., 2013). This is a good example of how the filter-
ing can be misleading, and showing the importance of
interpreting the resulting filter band carefully, and with
appropriate metrics.
Modulated precipitation by ER waves shows a slower
westward phase progression with symmetric pairs of
off-equatorial maxima, and a weak equatorial peak near
the equator. The convective signal indicated by positive
precipitation anomalies is displaced to the east of the
cyclonic gyres. This modulated behaviour is consistent
with the convectively coupled ERwave structure discussed
by Wheeler et al. (2000). The appearance of a Kelvin-like
pattern with predominant easterly winds to the east of the
convective centre and locally low pressures on the equator
(Figure 6(a)–(d)) may suggest a possibility of triggering
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mechanism from Kelvin waves forced by equatorial heat-
ing (cf Gill, 1980; Kiladis et al., 2009). However, we did
not further explore this triggering evidence closely, as it
is beyond the scope of this current study. We also showed
that the modulated precipitation pattern from ER waves
seems to shift to around 10∘N as they reach the region of
New Guinea. This modulated behaviour is likely related
to the strengthening of westward propagating monsoon
gyres and TC activity over the western North Pacific
and Asia (cf Yokoi and Satomura, 2005; Straub et al.,
2006; Schreck et al., 2012). Nevertheless, the detailed
mechanisms underlying this phenomenon are not yet
clearly understood. On the other hand, this evidence also
suggests that precipitation over Asia is more affected
by ER wave activity compared with northern Australia,
which is consistent with findings of Kiladis et al. (2009)
using Tb composites.
Concerning MRG waves, we showed that precipitation
is modulated asymmetrically to the west and concurrently
followed by symmetrical gyres. The modulation is primar-
ily located slightly away from the equator, which agrees
with findings from studies by Zangvil and Yanai (1980),
and Hendon and Liebmann (1991), who pointed out that
the peak of modulated convection primarily occurs around
7.5∘ latitude. On the other hand, the precipitation resulting
from TD-type waves is tightly excited within the trough
axis of off-equatorial lower vortex trains. The troughs of
TD-type vortex trains are a preferred zone to induce pre-
cipitation in which the strong convection excited by vor-
tical flow may occur favourably (cf Takayabu and Nitta,
1993). The modulated envelopes move diagonally west-
ward with a phase progression of about −9.5 m s−1.
The current study also specifically quantifies for the first
time the impacts of Kelvin, n= 1 ER, MRG, and TD-type
waves on precipitation, in terms of seasonal and regional
variations from long-term observation of TRMM satellite
data. Variability of tropical precipitation due to CCEWs
behaves relatively varied depending on season and geo-
graphical region. Our analysis shows that the portion of
daily precipitation associated with the positive phase of
Kelvin waves occurs predominantly during boreal spring;
during which maximum impacts are present from March
to May, with the largest value of 6.99± 3.30% of the total
precipitation variance in the tropics (20∘N–20∘S). Most
active Kelvin-precipitation variance during this period is
primarily caused by strong convection activity near the
equator. On the other hand, the westward high precipita-
tion variance of n= 1 ER waves mainly take place dur-
ing late boreal winter, with a maximum of 3.77± 1.79%
(1–2 months earlier than the Kelvin wave peak). The
modulating precipitation is confined to the area over
12∘–15∘ latitude, and predominantly affects the Asian
monsoon region and south-western Pacific Ocean. Our
results also show that along with strong convection activ-
ity, the enhanced variance of Kelvin and n= 1 ER waves
during boreal winter are also strongly affected by extrat-
ropical wave forcing, during which the northern basic state
facilitates more equatorward propagation of extratropical
waves.
TD-type waves’ impact on precipitation is predomi-
nantly higher than MRG waves during boreal summer,
and they account for up to 9.75± 4.54% of the total
precipitation variance in August, which is three times
higher than the one of the MRG peak (2.90± 0.82%).
Relatively strong activity of these waves in modulating
precipitation during boreal summer occurs because they
are often forced as part of the eastward-dispersion of
energy from low latitude TCs over the western Pacific
(cf Frank and Roundy, 2006), which are more common
during the boreal summer and fall. Moreover, in Africa,
TD-type waves are predisposed to periods of time when
the positive poleward temperature gradient and low-level
easterly jets are present (Frank and Roundy, 2006; Leroux
and Hall, 2009). However, it should be noted that the
strong seasonality of precipitation due to TD-type waves
over the Indian Ocean is not directly associated with
TD-type activity, but comes from the strong background
that falls within the filter band. In addition, MRG waves
are found to be profoundly most active over the Western/
Central Pacific during boreal summer-fall, particularly
due to a supplied energy from a broad poleward potential
vorticity gradient (Frank and Roundy, 2006).
Overall, our results suggest that although being less
dominant than other different timescales of tropical oscil-
lation (e.g. gravity waves, ENSO, and MJO), these four
types of CCEWs can considerably influence tropical pre-
cipitation variability during boreal summer (mainly due to
the enhanced activity of MRG and TD-type waves) and
boreal winter (due to Kelvin and n= 1 ER waves). Under-
standing the potential impact of CCEWs on precipitation
definitely provides a substantial key for improving the pre-
dictability of precipitation both on synoptic and longer
timescales. More work, however, is still needed to further
investigate the other possible mechanistic processes, such
as wave–mean flow interaction in inducing the tropical
precipitation.
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Figure S2. As in Figure S1, but for spring.
Figure S3. As in Figure S1, but for summer.
Figure S4. As in Figure S1, but for fall.
Figure S5. Lagged composite of precipitation (shading),
geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors) associ-
ated with Kelvin-wave-filtered time series of precipitation
at 850 hPa during DJF. All fields are locally significant at
the 95% confidence level.
Figure S6. As in Figure S5, but for MAM.
Figure S7. As in Figure S5, but for SON.
Figure S8. As in Figure S5, but for JJA.
Figure S9. As in Figure S5, but for DJF at 200 hPa.
Figure S10. As in Figure S5, but for MAM at 200 hPa.
Figure S11. As in Figure S5, but for JJA at 200 hPa.
Figure S12. As in Figure S5, but for SON at 200 hPa.
Figure S13. Lagged composite of precipitation (shading),
geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors) associ-
ated with n= 1 ER-wave-filtered time series of precipita-
tion at 850 hPa during DJF. All fields are locally significant
at the 95% confidence level.
Figure S14. As in Figure S13, but for MAM.
Figure S15. As in Figure S13, but for JJA.
Figure S16. As in Figure S13, but for SON.
Figure S17. Lagged composite of precipitation (shading),
geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors) associ-
ated with MRG-wave-filtered time series of precipitation
at 850 hPa during DJF. All fields are locally significant at
the 95% confidence level.
Figure S18. As in Figure S17, but for MAM.
Figure S19. As in Figure S17, but for JJA.
Figure S20. As in Figure S17, but for SON.
Figure S21. Lagged composite of precipitation (shading),
geopotential height (contours), and wind (vectors) associ-
ated with TD-type-wave-filtered time series of precipita-
tion at 850 hPa during DJF. All fields are locally significant
at the 95% confidence level.
Figure S22. As in Figure S21, but for MAM.
Figure S23. As in Figure S21, but for JJA.
Figure S24. As in Figure S21, but for SON.
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